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Stem-cell politics
The implications of President George W. Bush’s announcement—that the U.S. fed-
eral government will fund research on 64 embryonic human stem cell lines that it
considers to have been extant on 9 August—are beginning to become clear.

Now that the heated argument between supporters and opponents of the research is
over, those left surveying the outcome can agree on only one thing: this was only the
first of many great arguments over bioethics that will pervade the 21st century. A few
years ago, not many people would have envisaged that the first nationally televised
address of a newly elected U.S. president would be entirely devoted to cell biology.
Fewer still would have expected that the presumably arcane question of which stem
cells should be examined in the laboratory would dominate U.S. news coverage for
weeks on end. More thought (or at least talk) was probably devoted to bioethics in the
last month by non-biologists than in the previous decade. For better or for worse,
everyone in public life now has an opinion on the stem cell question.

Beyond acceptance that this was an important moment of truth, however, the
decision leaves few areas of agreement between the two sides of the debate. The
respective coalitions that formed in advance of the Bush decision—the alliance of
biologists and disease advocates in favor of the research, and the disparate and
sometimes fractious religious groups who joined forces against it—are each
uneasily claiming victory, while secretly fearing defeat.

The medical colleges, biological societies, biotechnology companies and disease
advocacy groups who support the research have cautiously welcomed the compro-
mise, at least in public. Each of these groups carefully refrained from opening up
an attack on President Bush’s position, correctly fearing that any direct assault on it
might appear churlish and greedy to the general public.

A ‘wait-and-see’ approach to the compromise, with a view to pushing for access
to more stem-cell lines at some future date, was therefore tacitly endorsed by the
coalition. Anger at the details of the compromise wasn’t far beneath the surface,
however, and in fact cropped up virtually every time a prominent biologist
addressed the matter in public. Reflecting this, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science broke ranks somewhat on 17 August, demanding in a
forthright statement that the administration provide details of the cell lines that it
said existed. These details were quickly forthcoming, but their appearance did little
to quell rumblings of disquiet from the community.

The reason for the coalition’s public restraint is obvious. For supporters of the
research, the Bush compromise represents real progress, since it implicitly con-
cedes that research on human embryonic stem cells is morally acceptable. (If it was
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morally acceptable before 9 August, it must remain so—unless the moral fabric
experienced a strange discontinuity on that day. If it did, moral philosophers may
wish to note that, according to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices, it occurred at 9 pm Eastern Standard Time.)

On the face of it, this concession should open the way for further experimenta-
tion down the road, as progress is made towards the understanding and use of the
cells, both in the United States and in the other countries where many more stem-
cell lines will become available. The disease advocacy groups, with their influence
in the U.S. Congress, seem to be particularly confident that the door is now ajar
and can be opened further.

That said, an examination of the other side’s perception of the debate suggests
that this confidence could be misplaced. Like stem-cell research supporters, its
opponents were at first unsure how to respond to Bush’s 9 August announcement.
Some groups, including the extremely conservative Family Research Council, took
issue with the clear moral inference mentioned above, and denounced the deci-
sion. But the consensus of the larger religious groups opposed to embryonic stem-
cell research was to publicly accept the compromise.

Crucially, Bush quickly lent these groups sustenance by promising that his
announcement had been final, and that he would veto any alteration to it. This
promise, made a couple of days after Bush’s televised broadcast, was highly signifi-
cant: it captured the president’s bottom line.

The announcement made on 9 August has flaws that will probably become even
more glaring with the passage of time. Were there really 64 stem-cell lines extant
on that date? How robust are they? How long will they last? Can these lines, co-cul-
tured with mouse cells, ever be considered for use in human therapy? With his veto
pledge, the president assured his closest supporters that these questions need not
be answered, since his decision will not be revisited.

The U.S. Congress, led by Senators Edward Kennedy (Democrat, Massachusetts)
and Arlen Specter (Republican, Pennsylvania), may hem and haw about the details
of this decision, and indeed began doing so at a Senate hearing chaired by Senator
Kennedy on 5 September. But stem-cell supporters would at present be hard put to
muster a simple majority in the House and the Senate. They will never muster the
two-thirds majority needed in both chambers to override President Bush’s veto.

What all of this means is that there is unlikely to be any movement beyond the 64
stem cell lines during the 4 (or 8) years of Bush’s presidency. For opponents of
stem-cell research, that outcome represents a significant victory.
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